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Abstract
Much current work on knowledge acquisition for intelligent systems concentrates on the use of predefined models of problem-solving methods to define the roles in which domain knowledge is used to solve particular application tasks.  Knowledge-acquisition tools that incorporate such models impose task-specific architectures on the knowledge bases that the tools are used to construct.  PROTÉGÉ‑I is a metalevel program that generates knowledge-acquisition tools tailored for classes of application tasks.  PROTÉGÉ‑I includes a model of problem solving via the method of episodic skeletal-plan refinement (ESPR).  Knowledge engineers extend this model of problem solving with domain knowledge to define models of relevant application areas. Current research in our laboratory concerns a new architecture, PROTÉGÉ‑II, in which knowledge engineers assemble the ESPR model using a library of smaller building blocks, called problem-solving mechanisms.  In addition to providing flexibility in the definition of the control strategy for the expert systems that PROTÉGÉ‑II ultimately generates, the new architecture allows knowledge engineers to represent static domain knowledge as explicit ontologies of concepts and relationships that may themselves be resuable.  


1.  INTRODUCTION

	In recent years, there has been a revolution of thought among developers of knowledge-based systems.  The dominant view of knowledge engineering during the past two decades—that of transferring “nuggets” of expertise from the minds of application specialists into particular knowledge-representation formalisms—has given way to a perception of knowledge engineering as the creation of computational models of expert behavior [1, 2, 3].  The emphasis has shifted from viewing knowledge as a commodity that can be identified and transcribed concretely and precisely, to recognizing that knowledge is a malleable set of principles that a given observer may ascribe to an intelligent agent in order to interpret that agent’s behavior and to rationalize how that agent achieves its goals [4].  The recognition that knowledge-based systems constitute models of the professional behaviors of different classes of human experts has led to the awareness that there is a need for better tools and techniques to assist developers in formulating and maintaining these models [3].
	Numerous workers have responded to this need by developing computer-based tools that facilitate the knowledge-modeling process.  Since the time that Davis [5] developed the landmark program TEIRESIAS, dozens of such automated knowledge-acquisition tools have been described in the literature [6, 7, 8].  A major focus of current research concerns the manner in which knowledge-acquisition tools should present the contents of a knowledge base to their users for editing [9].  Most tools display and solicit knowledge in terms of the data structures required for knowledge to be processed by particular inference engines.  Such tools require their users to think in terms of particular knowledge representations—viewing the knowledge at what Newell [4] refers to as the symbol level.  A recent advance has been the use of models of domain-independent problem-solving methods as the basis for the interface languages of knowledge-acquisition tools [10].  Such models of problem solving (for example, Clancey’s [11] well-known heuristic-classification model) allow developers to enter domain knowledge in terms of an abstract problem-solving method.  Thus, by relating features of an application task to the terms and relationships of a predefined model of problem solving, the knowledge engineer can create a computational model of the task that the expert system ultimately will perform.  Because the model of problem solving is independent of any specific knowledge-representation formalism, this approach allows the developer to define application tasks at what Newell [4] refers to as the knowledge level—viewing the knowledge as a model of behavior.  The knowledge-level approach clarifies the roles that domain knowledge plays in problem solving, and consequently aids system builders both in creating and in maintaining the knowledge base [3, 10].  
	Several knowledge-acquisition tools that assume predefined problem-solving methods have been described in recent years.  ROGET [12], for example, allowed users to describe knowledge for diagnostic tasks in terms of a specialized form of the heuristic-classification method.  MOLE [13], on the other hand, allowed users to describe knowledge for diagnostic tasks in terms of a different problem-solving method called cover-and-differentiate.  SALT [14] allowed users to describe knowledge for configuration tasks in terms of a problem-solving method called propose-and-revise.  
	Each of these method-oriented tools assumes that there is a predefined method of problem solving that will be used by the inference engine to interpret the acquired knowledge.  The inference engine itself actually may be able to perform more complex problem-solving behavior than the knowledge-acquisition tool presupposes.  For example, SALT generates knowledge bases that are interpreted by the OPS5 inference engine; the intrinsic problem-solving power of OPS5 clearly is greater than that permitted by the more restrictive propose-and-revise problem-solving method.  The advantage to casting knowledge in the terms allowed by SALT, however, is that each entry into the knowledge-acquisition tool allows the developer to indicate the precise manner in which that component of the knowledge base contributes to the problem-solving process [14].  The ability to identify the role of each item in the knowledge base assists system builders in identifying potential omissions in the entered knowledge (some of the predefined knowledge roles may not be associated with any entries.  The defined knowledge roles also aid system maintainers in understanding retrospectively why each entry was made.  By constraining the knowledge-base entries that a user can make, knowledge-acquisition tools such as ROGET, MOLE, and SALT allow general problem-solving architectures (such as OPS5) to be viewed as implementation vehicles for architectures that are task-specific [15].
	In our laboratory, we have developed a knowledge-acquisition tool called PROTÉGÉ‑I [16, 17].  System builders enter into PROTÉGÉ‑I knowledge of application tasks involving protocol-based medical therapy.  The users define this knowledge in terms of a domain-independent problem-solving method called episodic skeletal-plan refinement (ESPR)—a variation of a problem-solving method originally described by Friedland and Iwasaki [18].  Like all predefined models of problem solving, the ESPR model in PROTÉGÉ‑I prescribes the roles in which the knowledge entered by a developer will be used by a given inference engine—in our case, a domain-independent version of the ONCOCIN expert system [19].  PROTÉGÉ‑I therefore structures the knowledge that a user enters, but, like other method-oriented knowledge-acquisition tools, PROTÉGÉ‑I does not always provide the necessary framework for expressing important domain concepts.  As with all specification languages, there is a fundamental tradeoff between minimizing the complexity that users encounter when attempting to describe common concepts in the intended application area and maximizing the expressive power of the language so that users can describe unusual situations.
	We currently are building a new knowledge-acquisition–tool generator, PROTÉGÉ‑II, that allows developers to reuse both domain knowledge and user-interface components [20, 21].  The goal of PROTÉGÉ‑II is to provide greater usability and more expressive power than was possible in PROTÉGÉ‑I by allowing developers to assemble complex specifications from libraries of reusable components [22].
	In this paper, we discuss the PROTÉGÉ‑I architecture (Section 2) and the ESPR method built into the PROTÉGÉ‑I system (Section 3).  We delineate both the strengths and the limitations of the task-specific architectures that the system currently generates, and describe a more extensible alternative to the use of fixed problem-solving models in knowledge-acquisition tools (Section 4).  In particular, we argue that knowledge engineers should be able to configure a model of problem solving (such as ESPR) from a library of subcomponents that can serve as building blocks for custom-tailored problem-solving methods.  At the same time, developers must be able to map their conceptual models of particular application domains onto the knowledge requirements of the problem-solving methods that they assemble.  We conclude by describing how we are exploring these ideas in the PROTÉGÉ‑II architecture, which allows the problem-solving methods that developers incorporate within knowledge-acquisition tools to approximate more closely the requirements of the application tasks that users ultimately will model.


2.  THE PROTÉGÉ‑I ARCHITECTURE

	PROTÉGÉ‑I is a knowledge-acquisition tool that, like SALT, asks users to define knowledge in terms of an underlying problem-solving method (namely, episodic skeletal-plan refinement).  Unlike that of other method-oriented knowledge-acquisition tools, the output of PROTÉGÉ‑I is not a knowledge base, but rather is another knowledge-acquisition tool (Figure 1).  PROTÉGÉ‑I consequently is a metatool [23].  Knowledge engineers enter into PROTÉGÉ‑I a description of a class of application tasks that can be solved using the ESPR method; PROTÉGÉ‑I then produces another knowledge-acquisition tool custom-tailored for that particular class of tasks.  Domain specialists use the task-oriented tools generated by PROTÉGÉ‑I to enter the detailed content knowledge that distinguishes one application task from another.  The task-oriented tool then generates a knowledge base that can be interpreted by a domain-independent inference engine (e‑ONCOCIN) extracted from the ONCOCIN system [19].  The task-oriented tools generated by PROTÉGÉ‑I have graphical, direct-manipulation user interfaces that resemble that of the OPAL knowledge-acquisition system, which was developed previously in our laboratory [24].  PROTÉGÉ‑I represents our first attempt to develop a metalevel system that can generate automatically tools like OPAL that are custom-tailored for various tasks in the area of medical therapy planning.
	PROTÉGÉ‑I, like other metalevel tools described recently [25, 26], allows for the possibility that one set of system builders can concentrate on the issues of creating models of classes of application tasks, while a different set of system builders can concentrate on filling in the details of the previously defined models [3].  The result is a divide-and-conquer approach to knowledge acquisition in which knowledge engineers and domain specialists first use PROTÉGÉ‑I to define classes of tasks that can be solved using the ESPR method (for example, the class of tasks in which physicians administer chemotherapy to patients who have cancer); application experts next use the tools that PROTÉGÉ‑I generates to enter the content knowledge that instantiates the task models defined by the knowledge engineers (for example, how to administer a particular kind of cancer chemotherapy).  This division of labor accelerates the knowledge-base development cycle and allows each set of tool users to attend primarily to the knowledge-acquisition activities that each group performs best:  The knowledge engineers who use PROTÉGÉ‑I define general models of application tasks that expert systems ultimately will solve, whereas the domain experts who use the task-specific tools generated by 
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Figure 1:  PROTÉGÉ‑I system overview. PROTÉGÉ‑I is a metalevel system that embodies the episodic skeletal-plan–refinement (ESPR) problem-solving method.  Knowledge engineers use the terms and relations of the method to build domain-specific task models (shaded arrow) from which knowledge editors are generated (solid arrow). Application experts use the knowledge editors to develop knowledge bases that encode specific domain knowledge.  End users consult with the advice systems to obtain recommendations.  These advice systems apply the e‑ONCOCIN inference engine—which implements the ESPR method—to the knowledge bases to recommend appropriate planning actions.


PROTÉGÉ‑I enter the application-specific details that must be specified to flesh out each knowledge base.  
	With PROTÉGÉ‑I, the process of knowledge-base construction can be viewed as a sequence of two instantiations.  First, knowledge engineers instantiate with domain knowledge a model of an abstract problem-solving method to create a model of a task area.  Next, application experts instantiate with additional domain knowledge the model of the task area to create models of individual application tasks; these fully instantiated models become the knowledge bases that drive e‑ONCOCIN consultations.
	Although e‑ONCOCIN has the capabilities of a general-purpose shell that allows flexible representation of knowledge using both production rules and frames [19], the method of skeletal-plan refinement imposes restrictions on the way in which those rules and frames may be used.  Thus, even though the e‑ONCOCIN inference engine can use inheritance of frame attributes, forward chaining, and backward chaining to solve problems using a great variety of strategies, we have developed a control module that implements the ESPR method.  The knowledge-acquisition tools that PROTÉGÉ‑I generates use the frame system and rule language in e‑ONCOCIN to create knowledge bases that only ESPR can use to solve problems.  The problem-solving method consequently inflicts a task-specific architecture on what is otherwise a very general framework.  (We discuss the implications of this task-specific architecture in Section 3.)
	In performing skeletal-plan refinement, a problem solver decomposes a problem’s abstract (skeletal) solution into one or more constituent plans that are each worked out in more detail than is the abstract plan.  These constituent plans, however, may themselves be skeletal in nature and may require further decomposition into subcomponents that are more fleshed out.  The refinement process continues until a concrete solution to the problem is achieved.  The expert systems that use the knowledge bases PROTÉGÉ‑I ultimately constructs produce as their output fully instantiated plans for their users to follow.  In the cancer-chemotherapy domain, for example, such plans provide the details of the treatment that physicians should prescribe for individual patients at specific stages of therapy.  The general method of skeletal-plan refinement has been applied to practical tasks not only in the ONCOCIN system [19], but also in Friedland’s [27] MOLGEN program and in various versions of the Digitalis Therapy Advisor [28, 29].  The method is well suited for applications requiring construction of solutions, such that the problem solver’s reasoning does not need to concentrate on selecting and ordering individual plan operators.  In tasks solvable by skeletal-plan refinement, the availability of substantial domain knowledge makes it possible for the nuances of operator ordering and of constraint satisfaction to be precompiled into the skeletal plans themselves.  The problem-solving method consequently avoids search in favor of the instantiation of predefined partial plans [18].  
	A knowledge engineer who wishes to enter a model of a class of application tasks into PROTÉGÉ‑I must understand in principle how the ESPR method can be used to solve the intended tasks.  For example, if the task area involves the administration of cancer chemotherapy, the knowledge engineer must be able to visualize how the generation of a particular patient-treatment plan can occur via the hierarchical instantiation of skeletal plans to administer individual components of cancer chemotherapy.  Furthermore, the knowledge engineer must understand the meanings of the precise terms and relationships built into PROTÉGÉ‑I for describing skeletal plans.  These terms and relationships provide a language for describing domain knowledge in a way that allows PROTÉGÉ‑I to ascribe meaning to a user’s entries—meaning, at least, with respect to the underlying ESPR model.  Thus, when a knowledge engineer enters into PROTÉGÉ‑I that a chemotherapy is a class of planning entity, this declaration defines the role that instances of chemotherapy ultimately will play during problem solving.  Creating a task model with PROTÉGÉ‑I requires developers to relate explicitly the terms and relationships in the program’s predefined model of skeletal-plan refinement to the terms and relationships that the developers identify in the application domain.
	The scope of the classes of application tasks that can be modeled with PROTÉGÉ‑I clearly is limited by the scope of the system’s language for describing problem solving via ESPR.  To date, we have modeled two classes of tasks with PROTÉGÉ‑I: (1) the administration of cancer chemotherapies in accordance with prespecified guidelines (or protocols)—thus reproducing the task model in ONCOCIN—and (2) the administration of drug treatment for hypertension according to experimental protocol guidelines [16].  Each of these task models has been used to generate a corresponding task-oriented knowledge-acquisition tool, which in turn has been used to generate functioning knowledge bases.  We consequently are optimistic that the ESPR method can provide the basis for constructing a wide range of task models in the area of protocol-directed planning of medical therapy.  Establishing the range of application tasks that can be modeled with PROTÉGÉ‑I (or with any other knowledge-acquisition tool) is a matter for empirical study, however.  It is difficult for us to make estimations based on the two task areas we have analyzed thus far.  Nevertheless, our group already has encountered a variety of situations in which the language of problem solving provided by PROTÉGÉ‑I cannot capture important distinctions that we have identified in certain application domains—domains for which we had predicted that the system’s language would be sufficient (Section 3).  There is thus a need to understand the model of skeletal-plan refinement in PROTÉGÉ‑I in more detail, and to identify those aspects of the model that may require refinement to meet the knowledge requirements of those tasks that we want to model but that the current system cannot address.  Furthermore, some of the limitations of the PROTÉGÉ‑I ESPR method point out fundamental problems that affect all method-oriented knowledge-acquisition tools with fixed problem-solving models.


3.  THE SKELETAL-PLANNING MODEL IN PROTÉGÉ‑I 

	A knowledge engineer uses PROTÉGÉ‑I to create a description of a class of application tasks by relating the terms and relationships in the PROTÉGÉ‑I system’s fixed model of skeletal-plan refinement to corresponding features in the task domain.  To use PROTÉGÉ‑I, the knowledge engineer first must work with application experts to create a mental model of the task area, and then must translate that mental model into the terms of the language provided by the knowledge-acquisition tool.  These terms have neither the technical meanings often ascribed to them in the AI planning literature, nor the vernacular meanings that we might ascribe to them in common parlance; the language derives its semantics purely from the skeletal-planning model in PROTÉGÉ‑I.
	The PROTÉGÉ‑I language has three components:  time-varying planning entities that the e‑ONCOCIN problem solver may refine into components that are themselves time-varying planning entities, input data that are gathered from the environment, and task actions that may modify the instantiation of currently active planning entities in response to particular input data.  (In the cancer-chemotherapy domain, the knowledge engineer can use this language to model the administration of a drug as a planning entity and to model an end user’s reports of treatment side effects as input data.  She also can model the notion that drug doses may need to be reduced due to side effects as a type of task action that modifies the planning entities corresponding to the administration of those drugs.)  The knowledge engineer who describes a task area using the PROTÉGÉ‑I modeling language must recognize that it is the goal of the e‑ONCOCIN problem solver to instantiate (flesh out) descriptions of all the time-varying planning entities (and their components) that may be active whenever an end user requests an e‑ONCOCIN consultation.  It therefore is helpful to view the problem solver’s task as one of decomposing and instantiating at specific points in time a hierarchy of time-dependent planning-entity processes (Figure 2).  (In the domain of cancer-therapy management, each planning-entity hierarchy that e‑ONCOCIN refines dictates how chemotherapy should be administered to a particular patient at a particular time; whenever a patient returns to a physician for subsequent treatment, the physician consults e‑ONCOCIN, which then repeats the skeletal-planning process in light of current data to determine a new plan for chemotherapy appropriate to the situation at that time.)
	During a consultation, the e-ONCOCIN problem solver selects the most general planning entity in a hierarchy of planning entities (for example, a planning entity to administer cancer chemotherapy according to a particular protocol; Figure 3).  This selected planning entity will have a number of attributes for which the problem solver must determine values (for example, one attribute of the administer protocol planning entity might be a patient’s current stage of treatment).  Although we shall ignore for the moment the precise process by which the problem solver establishes values for these attributes, the first step in instantiating a planning entity to reflect current circumstances is to use available knowledge (generally in the form of production rules) to determine the values of those attributes for which values are not already known.  Next, the problem solver determines whether any available input data values should trigger particular task actions that may affect the plan being instantiated.  If so, the action may cause the value of one or more attributes of the planning entity to be altered (for example, the attenuate action in our model of cancer chemotherapy dictates that the problem solver reduce in a specified way the current dose attribute in the administration of a given drug). 
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Figure 2:  Hierarchy of time-dependent processes.  The plan actions of a given e‑ONCOCIN session (enclosed in the rectangular box) are represented as extensions of those actions administered in the past.  Each time-dependent process is an interval (represented by a horizontal segment) with start time and stop time properties.  An interval with no stop time represents a process still in progress (shown as segments with arrows).  Attributes of such intervals represent assertions still valid at the time when the system was last updated.


	Once the problem solver has instantiated all the attributes of a planning entity and has triggered all the indicated task actions, it seeks to identify all the components of that planning entity.  The model of skeletal-plan refinement in PROTÉGÉ‑I assumes that the specific subcomponents of a planning entity are themselves planning entities that must be carried out over time according to a predetermined, domain-specific algorithm.  For example, in the domain of cancer therapy, the subcomponents of a protocol planning entity are groups of drugs (chemotherapies) that the physician must administer in a particular sequence; the chemotherapies themselves are composed of individual drugs that, in turn, must be administered according to some algorithm.  The particular algorithm defining the decomposition sequence of a given planning entity does not need to be linear, and may involve branch points that alter the flow of control based on particular input data values.  Furthermore, multiple subsections of any algorithm may be carried out simultaneously if the algorithm so designates.  Thus, each planning entity executed by the problem solver may be viewed as comprising one or many components that, in turn, are executed according to a particular algorithm; each component itself may comprise one or many planning entities that are similarly related by some predetermined algorithm.
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Figure 3:  Algorithm for the PROTÉGÉ‑I ESPR problem-solving method. The e‑ONCOCIN inference engine implements ESPR as cycles of planning-entity selection and instantiation. 


	Each component planning entity in an algorithm has an attribute that determines that planning entity’s duration.  At any point in time, the problem solver can determine which planning entities in the algorithm are active and which already have terminated.  To decompose any planning entity, the problem solver must determine whether that planning entity contains any subcomponents that (1) were active at the time of the last e‑ONCOCIN consultation and (2) still are active.  If there still are active subcomponents, they remain the subcomponents of the planning entity for the present consultation.  On the other hand, if all previous subcomponents of the planning entity have terminated before the current consultation, the problem solver uses the predefined algorithm of subcomponents to determine the next set of subcomponents to instantiate.  Having identified the subcomponents of the current planning entity, the problem solver recursively instantiates each of them by establishing values for their uninstantiated attributes, by triggering task actions that may modify the subcomponents (if indicated), and by decomposing each of the subcomponent planning entities into their own subcomponents (if any).  The problem solver halts when there are no more subcomponents to instantiate.  The 
fully instantiated planning-entity hierarchy constitutes the “recommendation” delivered to the end user of the knowledge-based system.
	Unlike other method-oriented knowledge-acquisition tools, in which the problem-solving models are relatively simple [10], PROTÉGÉ‑I asks users to envision how domain knowledge will be used by an extremely complex problem solver.  The result is that the user of PROTÉGÉ‑I not only must consider a large number of roles in which the e‑ONCOCIN problem solver can use domain knowledge, but also must exercise considerable mental effort to keep clear the meaning of those roles with respect to the entire problem-solving process.  Despite this complexity, the final modeling language that emerged from our design of PROTÉGÉ‑I reflects explicit tradeoffs between our desire to simplify the skeletal-planning model as much as possible and our need to provide a language that could capture those features of application tasks about which we anticipated that developers would want to make distinctions.
	We now examine in detail the three primary knowledge roles defined by the model of skeletal planning built into PROTÉGÉ‑I, and describe how the model guides—and may fail to guide—the knowledge-acquisition process.  Our emphasis is the semantics of the system’s language for modeling classes of tasks that can be solved via ESPR.  Details regarding the manner in which knowledge engineers interact with the PROTÉGÉ‑I user interface have been reported previously [16, 17].

3.1.  Planning Entities
	PROTÉGÉ‑I allows the knowledge engineer to describe the classes of planning entities in the instance hierarchies that later will be acquired from the application specialists who will use the knowledge-acquisition tool generated by PROTÉGÉ‑I.  Thus, in the oncology domain, the knowledge engineer specifies that the most general class of planning entity is called a protocol; that protocols comprise the administration of chemotherapies and radiation treatments; and that the administration of chemotherapies comprises the administration of drugs.  In the domain of hypertension management, the most general class of plan also might be a protocol, which, in turn, is composed of the administration of tablets, tests, and wait periods (Figure 4).  Note that PROTÉGÉ‑I allows the knowledge engineers to define the subclasses of planning entity, but not any planning-entity instances.  Therefore, it is up to the domain expert who uses the knowledge-acquisition tools that PROTÉGÉ‑I generates to enter knowledge concerning particular protocols, particular drugs, and so on.  The knowledge engineer uses PROTÉGÉ‑I to model only an intention of the task area; the tool that PROTÉGÉ‑I generates allows other users to enter the extensions to that model that define individual application tasks [16].
	For each class of planning entity, the PROTÉGÉ‑I user must enter information concerning the attributes of that class (Figure 5).  The PROTÉGÉ‑I program ensures that six attributes that have predefined semantics are created for each new class of planning entities (namely, those attributes called name, stop.condition, resume.condition, point.process, default.rules, and duration).  The e‑ONCOCIN problem solver uses the values of these special control attributes to determine when individual planning entities terminate and to guide the instantiation of the planning hierarchy.  Although the knowledge engineer is not responsible for entering these attributes into PROTÉGÉ‑I, he must understand the role these control attributes play in problem solving; often, he must represent the task actions that may modify the skeletal-planning procedure in terms of processes that alter the values of the control attributes (Section 3.2).  All other attributes associated with a planning entity represent domain-specific concepts identified by the knowledge engineer.  In Figure 5, for example, initial dose, current dose, and dose frequency are all attributes of planning entities to administer tablets, and have semantics that may be defined only by the knowledge engineer.
	Whereas the skeletal-planning model guides the knowledge engineer in creating the planning-entity hierarchy and in laying out the attributes of each planning entity (see Figures 4 and 5), the model provides little assistance in determining the semantics of planning-entity attributes.  Only the six control attributes that PROTÉGÉ‑I creates for every planning entity (name, stop.condition, and so on) have meanings defined by the skeletal-planning model.  The 
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Figure 4:  Planning entities for (a) p-OPAL and (b) HTN.  In the p‑OPAL cancer-chemotherapy domain, protocols comprise the administration of chemotherapies (chemo), X-ray therapies (xrt) and stratification steps; chemotherapies comprise the administration of drugs.  In the HTN hypertension domain, protocols comprise tests, administration of tablets, and wait periods.  Knowledge engineers make entries into PROTÉGÉ‑I forms such as these to define models of task areas that can be solved using the ESPR method.


meanings of all the remaining, domain-dependent attributes must be defined by the knowledge engineer, as the skeletal-planning model offers no terms or relationships on which the semantics of these domain-dependent attributes can be based.  The semantics of the domain-dependent attributes are determined by production rules that the knowledge engineer enters to define how the e‑ONCOCIN problem solver will assign values to certain of the attributes at run time.  For example, the knowledge engineer who defined the current.dose attribute in Figure 5 had to write a production rule stating that the value of current.dose during a given e‑ONCOCIN consultation should be set to the value of current.dose during the immediately previous consultation—unless the current consultation is the first consultation to be run, in which case the value 
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Figure 5:  Attributes of the tablet  entity.  The knowledge engineer has defined domain-dependent attributes initial dose, current dose, and dose frequency. All other attributes entered into the form are predefined in PROTÉGÉ‑I.


of current.dose is set to the value of standard.dose.  Thus, all the domain-dependent attributes either have values that are assigned via production rules at run time, or have values that are predefined by users either of PROTÉGÉ‑I or of the task-dependent tools that PROTÉGÉ‑I generates.  The values of the predefined attributes are needed at run time by production rules that assign values to those attributes that do not have predefined values.
	The semantics of the domain-dependent attributes cannot be represented in terms of a simple, domain-independent model of problem solving.  When it becomes time to declare the meanings of these attributes, PROTÉGÉ‑I users receive no assistance from the ESPR model, as ESPR is completely neutral to the potential relationships among these domain-dependent attributes.  To define the necessary semantics, users must descend to the symbol level and write production rules in the rule language of the e‑ONCOCIN interpreter.  The users “fall off the edge” of the ESPR model, and must define attributes in terms of the various side effects that will occur when e‑ONCOCIN invokes the corresponding production rules.  PROTÉGÉ‑I thus can provide little help to the knowledge engineer to ensure that the attributes are defined properly and that the attribute definitions are complete.  The problem-solving model in e‑ONCOCIN does eliminate the need for users to write rules both for the domain-independent control knowledge (for example, general knowledge of how to decompose planning entities is built into the system) and for many domain-specific concepts.  For instance, if the knowledge engineer declares that a particular attribute—in the absence of information to the contrary—should maintain the same value from one e‑ONCOCIN consultation to the next, PROTÉGÉ‑I automatically creates the necessary “frame” rule that, as a default, preserves that attribute’s value over time.
	The problem of “falling off the edge” of the underlying model is, for knowledge-acquisition tools, the analog of the problem of brittleness  [30] in performance systems.  The generic problem-solving model in PROTÉGÉ‑I cannot anticipate the varied roles that individual task attributes will play in problem solving, and consequently cannot help the knowledge engineer to define those attributes in terms of the predefined model.  Overcoming the limitations in the model could be done in either of two ways.  We could expand the scope of that model significantly to include additional terms for the numerous roles in which the values of attributes might be used in the set of tasks that we would like to model.  Creating such a model, however, would require considerable prescience on our part and would result in an extremely complex set of terms and relationships.  Alternatively, we could provide a means for the knowledge engineer to specialize the model of problem solving to include those knowledge roles that are important for the task area at hand.  As we discuss in Section 4, current work in our laboratory is following the latter path.

3.2.  Task Actions
	The model of problem-solving built into PROTÉGÉ‑I provides considerable guidance to the knowledge engineer when he defines the task actions that may modify the instantiation of a skeletal plan.  The same advantages and limitations noted with the definition of planning entities apply to the definition of task actions.  
	In ESPR, task actions alter the manner in which planning-entity components are carried out.  Each action can start and stop the process represented by planning-entity components, and can change the values of planning-entity attributes.  Although a task action can involve a number of operations that change the basic instantiation of the planning-entity hierarchy, knowledge engineers model as individual task actions activities in the application area that domain experts tend to regard as single “chunks” of behavior.  In oncology, for example, physicians think about behaviors such as delaying chemotherapy, attenuating the dose of a drug, or ordering a laboratory test as discrete maneuvers; e‑ONCOCIN, on the other hand, may invoke dozens of rules to reproduce such task actions computationally.  As with the definition of planning entity components, PROTÉGÉ‑I allows the knowledge engineer to define only templates of the actions that are possible in a task area; the specific task actions that may be performed and the specific situations that would trigger those actions within an individual task are entered by users of the knowledge-acquisition tools that PROTÉGÉ‑I generates.
	The model of skeletal planning in PROTÉGÉ‑I requires each task action to be represented as an abstract series of operators.  These operators typically must be instantiated by the problem solver before the action can be carried out.  Each task action thus has a general script (in the sense of Schank and Abelson [31]) that defines its execution.  The knowledge engineer uses PROTÉGÉ‑I to declare the basic sequence of steps that constitutes the script—a sequence that may intentionally contain some gaps.  The particular details needed to make the script operational must be added later, either by the user of the knowledge-acquisition tool that PROTÉGÉ‑I generates, or by the e‑ONCOCIN problem solver at run time.
	As shown in Figure 6, the script for a task action (referred to as an action sequence) consists of a series of numbered steps that affect an individual planning entity.  Each step in the sequence involves a call to one of six domain-independent operators (start, stop, suspend, resume, alter attribute, and display) that define ways in which the problem solver can modify a given planning-entity instance (Table 1).  To carry out a task action, the problem solver considers each step of the script in order.  For each step, if an optional precondition is satisfied, the problem solver uses the domain-independent operators to affect the planning-entity hierarchy that is being instantiated at the time that the task action is invoked.  

Table 1:  Meanings of PROTÉGÉ‑I action primitives.

Primitive
Meaning
START
Begin a new process
STOP
Terminate a process
SUSPEND
Suspend a process until a designated condition becomes true
RESUME
Resume execution of a suspended process
ALTER ATTRIBUTE
Change a designated attribute of a process to a new value
DISPLAY
Display a message for the e-ONCOCIN user
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Figure 6:  Script for attenuate task action. This PROTÉGÉ‑I form shows the script for the oncology attenuate  action, which lowers the dose of a drug and, optionally, changes the standard dose for the drug to this new value. The script consists of a sequence of two steps that alter the values of certain planning-entity attributes. In the first step, the script resets the value of a drug’s current.dose attribute to the value of new dose, where new.dose is a computed attribute of the attenuate action itself. In the second step, if the attribute of the attenuate action called permanent? has the value YES, then the drug’s standard.dose  attribute also is reset to the value of new.dose.  The script thus allows a task action (attenuating the dose of a drug) to be described in task-independent terms.


	Like planning entities, task actions also have attributes.  The attributes of task actions always are domain-dependent, and have values that either (1) are assigned by users of PROTÉGÉ‑I or of the knowledge-acquisition tools that PROTÉGÉ‑I generates, or (2) are instantiated at run time via e‑ONCOCIN production rules.  Like attributes of planning-entity components, those of task actions do not have semantics defined by ESPR.  Knowledge engineers must write symbol-level production rules that, through their side effects at run time, determine the meaning of these attributes.  
	For example, the definition of the task action to attenuate the dosage of a drug in the cancer-chemotherapy domain (see Figure 6) identifies five attributes that apply to any instance of the attenuate action:  attenuation, dose.basis, permanent?, atten-type, and new.dose.  When the user of the knowledge-acquisition tool that PROTÉGÉ‑I generates wants to specify that, in a particular situation, the dose of a particular drug should be attenuated, the tool creates an instance of the attenuate action and asks the user to enter values for the first four of these attributes.  In entering the requested values, the user specifies, respectively, (1) the percentage by which to attenuate the dose of the relevant drug, (2) whether that attenuation applies to the “standard” dose of the drug or to the (possibly attenuated) dose that was administered during the most recent consultation, (3) whether the attenuation of this drug continues for all subsequent administrations, and (4) whether that percentage is multiplied with any other attenuations that might also be in effect.  The fifth attribute of the attenuate action (new.dose) is associated with a production rule that, at run time, causes the problem solver to take either the current dose or the standard dose of the drug (depending on the value assigned to dose.basis) and to calculate the correct attenuated dose (the precise calculation depends on the value assigned to atten-type).  The result of this arithmetic is to assign a value to the new.dose attribute that denotes the correct drug dose to apply in the particular situation that invoked the attenuate action in the first place.  In the action sequence shown Figure 6, the problem solver first sets the value of the current.dose attribute of the drug to the value of the new.dose attribute of the attenuate action.  Second, if the attenuation is to become permanent, the value of new.dose also is assigned to the standard.dose attribute of the drug.
	This example illustrates why the domain-specific knowledge that a user enters to describe task actions must be viewed at two different levels.  On the one hand, the ESPR model allows task actions to be understood in terms of scripts of domain-independent procedures that operate on a hierarchy of planning entities.  The ESPR model thus helps users to understand at the knowledge level how particular task actions affect the execution of a task.  (The particular manner in which attributes and scripts might be represented in e‑ONCOCIN becomes irrelevant.)  On the other hand, to understand the details of any task action, the user must discern the semantics of the individual attributes of that action.  Because the meanings of those attributes are grounded only in terms of e‑ONCOCIN production rules, knowledge engineers additionally must view aspects of the task action at the symbol level to determine the action’s ultimate affect on problem solving.  Thus, whereas PROTÉGÉ‑I transforms much of a knowledge engineer’s work into the characterization of task features in terms of the ESPR model, it also is clear that much of a user’s interaction with the system consists of traditional production-rule programming.  As with the elicitation of planning entities, the underlying model in PROTÉGÉ‑I provides no guidance for understanding the attributes of task actions at the knowledge level.
	The organization of the knowledge needed to define task actions into scripts and attributes nevertheless provides considerable structure that would not be achievable without a tool such as PROTÉGÉ‑I.  The role that the attributes play within a script is clear, even if the semantics of the attributes themselves must be cast in symbol-level terms.  As with the definition of attributes of planning entities, even though the skeletal-planning model does not offer the knowledge engineer precise knowledge roles with which to define the attributes, the capacity to specify the meaning of the attributes using the complete e‑ONCOCIN–rule syntax does offer the developer enormous flexibility, albeit at the symbol level.

3.3.  Input Data
	The ESPR model directs the knowledge engineer to enter the names of the classes of input data in the application area (for example, data related to certain kinds of laboratory-test results), the names of the data items within each class (for example, measurement of a patient’s white-blood-cell count), and the data type of each datum (for example, the white-blood-cell count is recorded as a positive real number).  This information is used by the knowledge-acquisition tool that PROTÉGÉ‑I generates to allow domain specialists to indicate how particular values of input data may dictate particular task actions.  For example, a physician might specify that, when a certain chemotherapy is administered, if the patient’s white-blood-cell count is reduced to between 2.5 and 4.0 thousand, then the dose of a particular drug should be attenuated by a certain percentage.
	The data model in PROTÉGÉ‑I does not allow knowledge engineers to denote how input data might be abstracted into more general categories.  Thus, it is not possible to denote summative concepts such as leukopenia (low white-blood-cell count); the users of the tools that PROTÉGÉ‑I generates thus can specify particular task actions to take when particular low white-blood-cell–count values are noted, but cannot specify some general action to take whenever “leukopenia” is present.  In the oncology and hypertension domains, this inability to represent abstractions of data items has not been a limitation.  When we have tried to model other task areas (for example, the planning of antiviral therapy for patients who have AIDS), being unable to denote such abstractions has been a handicap [32].  
	The terms in the data model for PROTÉGÉ‑I also omit explicit temporal considerations.  Thus, although the e‑ONCOCIN problem solver stores all data in a time-oriented database [33], the problem-solving model in PROTÉGÉ‑I does not permit users to represent relationships between past input data and current task actions.  (Such relationships, when required, are coded by knowledge engineers directly into the knowledge base.)

3.4.  Summary of the ESPR Method in PROTÉGÉ‑I 
	PROTÉGÉ‑I and e-ONCOCIN implement a task-specific architecture that knowledge engineers can use to represent classes of application problems that can be solved using a version of skeletal-plan refinement.  Each of the knowledge-acquisition tools that PROTÉGÉ‑I generates (which incorporate the task- and domain-specific knowledge entered into PROTÉGÉ‑I) further specialize this architecture for the corresponding classes of application tasks.  The limitations that system builders encounter in entering knowledge reflect restrictions in the ESPR model built into PROTÉGÉ‑I and, consequently, in the models of task areas that knowledge engineers create with PROTÉGÉ‑I by instantiating the skeletal-planning model.  
	The primary shortcoming in this ESPR model reflects the inability of the model to define knowledge roles for domain-dependent attributes of planning entities and of task actions.  As we shall discuss in Section 5, it is the general inability of model-based knowledge-acquisition tools to define the semantics for such domain-specific control knowledge that most often has impeded the use of these tools in complex application areas.  
	The approach we have taken in PROTÉGÉ‑I has reaffirmed our belief that the use of method-oriented knowledge-acquisition tools leads system builders to create knowledge bases that are likely to be complete and unambiguous—at least when the role that each entry plays in problem solving can be easily understood in terms of the underlying method.  Our work also has demonstrated the value of the problem-solving method in PROTÉGÉ‑I in generating custom-tailored knowledge-acquisition tools that domain experts can use independently [16].  In our current experiments to develop PROTÉGÉ‑II, we wish to retain these advantages of the existing skeletal-planning model, while providing a means for users to define relationships among domain-specific attributes and domain-specific control knowledge in a way that grounds the semantics in a model of problem solving—not in the side effects of a symbol-level rule interpreter.  Thus, we are developing PROTÉGÉ‑II so that knowledge acquisition will be driven not by a singular, predefined model of problem solving, but by a configurable group of problem-solving methods that may be at different levels of granularity [22].  Although some of these method subunits should be quite general and thus reusable in several task areas, other subunits will be more specialized.  We believe that the more specialized subunits will play an important role in guiding the acquisition of the domain-specific knowledge that users of PROTÉGÉ‑I currently must enter at the symbol level.
	When a developer specifies any class of domain concept in PROTÉGÉ‑I, that domain knowledge must be tied directly to one of the knowledge roles of the ESPR method.  Thus, in the oncology domain, it is impossible to represent concepts such as laboratory-test results without indicating that laboratory-test results constitute input data for ESPR; it is impossible to represent drugs that might be administered to a patient without indicating that drugs constitute ESPR planning entities.  Although there are cogent software-engineering reasons for building knowledge bases in which each domain concept satisfies an explicit knowledge role [10], the approach taken in PROTÉGÉ‑I makes it impossible to create separate ontologies of domain concepts that can inform the definition of task areas in PROTÉGÉ‑I and that might satisfy knowledge roles for problem-solving methods other than ESPR.  Users of PROTÉGÉ‑I consequently cannot take advantage of predefined ontologies of laboratory tests or of drugs when creating models of new task areas for which ESPR is an appropriate method.  Users also cannot create such an ontology during one interaction with PROTÉGÉ‑I and then export and reuse that ontology during a different interaction.  Consequently, an important goal of PROTÉGÉ‑II is to facilitate the reuse not only of problem-solving methods such as ESPR, but also of the ontologies that define the domain concepts on which ESPR and other problem-solving methods may operate [21, 34].
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Figure 7:  Method decomposition in PROTÉGÉ‑II.  Each application task is solved using a problem-solving method.  Each problem-solving method may denote a number of subtasks.  Each of these subtasks may be solved by some other problem-solving method.  A problem-solving method that does not involve subtasks is called a mechanism.  


4.  CONFIGURABLE METHODS AND REUSABLE ONTOLOGIES

	In the PROTÉGÉ‑II system, the problem-solving method that drives knowledge acquisition is configurable and extensible by the user.  To achieve this goal, we are building a library of problem-solving methods and method subcomponents (called mechanisms) that knowledge engineers can assemble to define the behavior required to solve different classes of application tasks.  Recently, several other researchers also have articulated the need to explore models of problem solving at a lower level of granularity than that assumed by current-generation knowledge-acquisition tools [26, 35].  Our group’s research goals are consistent with those of these other investigators, although our approach is not always the same.  The commonalties and differences in our techniques are discussed in Section 5.
	Informally, we view a method as a partially predefined procedure for transforming some set of input data objects into some set of output data objects according to transformation rules that have meaning at the knowledge level.  A method performs its operation by invoking a number of subtasks.  Each of these subtasks is performed either by another method (with its own attendant subtasks) or by a primitive problem-solving procedure that does not invoke subtasks.  We refer to the latter nondecomposable methods as problem-solving mechanisms (Figure 7).  Thus, a problem-solving method is only partially predefined, in that the details of the algorithm used to generate the method’s output from its inputs may be governed by the particular component methods and mechanisms that the method may use to perform its subtasks.
	In contrast to PROTÉGÉ‑I, where we defined the domain concepts such as chemotherapies and drugs as subclasses of planning entities, in PROTÉGÉ‑II, we make a distinction between domain entities, model entities, and mapping relations between them. Domain entities are representations of the terms and relations, such as chemotherapies and drugs, used in the application domain.  Domain entities constitute the domain ontology of the application.  Model entities, such as planning entities in ESPR, define the knowledge roles presupposed by the problem-solving method.  Mapping relations identify those parts of the domain entities that correspond to model entities.  For example, mapping relations identify the correspondence between a chemotherapy and a planning entity, and between the component drugs of a chemotherapy and the components of a planning entity. 
	To build a knowledge-based system, a knowledge engineer either selects from the library the method that most closely fits the requirements of the application task, or constructs a composite method from the available methods and mechanisms.  She can specialize each method in well-defined ways by allowing specific subtasks of its problem-solving behavior to be carried out by other methods or mechanisms selected from the library.  The knowledge engineer then defines the domain-specific referents (domain entities) for the methods’ generic input and output data objects (model entities).  By specializing both the problem-solving method and creating the necessary mappings between the domain ontology and the data on which that method operates, the knowledge engineer creates a model of the task area in which she can identify the role that each piece of entered knowledge plays in problem solving.
	As in the PROTÉGÉ‑I system, PROTÉGÉ‑II generates a task-specific knowledge-acquisition tool that application specialists can use to enter the content knowledge in the domain.  Unlike PROTÉGÉ‑I, which assumes that the performance system that interprets a knowledge base is based on a fixed problem solver (namely, e‑ONCOCIN), our new architecture produces custom-tailored problem solvers based on the particular method and mechanism configurations defined by the PROTÉGÉ‑II users (Figure 8).  By creating the domain ontology whose terms and relations are mapped to the model entities of the methods and mechanisms configured for the problem-solving method, the user creates a consistent view of the domain knowledge that needs to be acquired from the application expert.  Thus, through the mapping between domain ontology and the configured methods and mechanisms, the interface and behavior of the tool generated by PROTÉGÉ‑II depend on the manner in which the developer has specialized the problem-solving method [23].
	To develop an architecture in which problem-solving methods are composable, we must have precise terms for describing both methods and their building blocks.  As PROTÉGÉ‑II is still evolving, we will only sketch, in broad strokes, the basic ideas underlying our formulation of methods and mechanisms.  We view each method as having some external behavior that can transform a set of inputs into a set of outputs such that the inputs and outputs satisfy specifiable semantic constraints.  The inputs and outputs are declared in terms of a data model that provides the basic vocabulary for defining objects in the system.  Internally, a method decomposes its problem-solving behavior into subtasks that are organized in a control structure characteristic of the method. We thus can group the features of a problem-solving method into five categories: (1) the data model assumed by the method (2) the data types of the method’s inputs and outputs, (3) the semantic constraints among the method’s inputs and outputs, (4) the subtask decomposition and methods and mechanisms required by the subtasks, and (5) the control structure of the method.  Any architecture that allows users (or intelligent programs) to configure methods and mechanisms in special-purpose ways must take these features into account.  We now consider each of the categories in detail.

4.1.  Data Models
	The nature of the problems that a knowledge-based system solves depends on the task and on the domain.  Those problems, and the solutions to those problems, must be represented 
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Figure 8:   Architecture for PROTÉGÉ‑II. As with PROTÉGÉ‑I (see Figure 1), knowledge engineers interact with the PROTÉGÉ‑II system to create task models that are used to generate knowledge editors.  The task models are augmented with mechanisms that define relationships among domain attributes.  Instead of assuming a built-in problem-solving method, PROTÉGÉ‑II includes a library of methods and mechanisms from which the knowledge engineer can configure a problem-solving method that is tailored to the task area. The method interpreters in the advice systems use the mechanism configurations in conjunction with the associated knowledge bases to generate recommendations.


using a collection of terms and relations.  Consequently, each problem-solving method must presuppose some general model of the data that it processes.  
	An important function of the data model is to define the temporal properties of data.  In the domain of medical therapy planning, patient data can be time-invariant (such as the patient’s social security number), time-stamped (such as laboratory-test results), or interval-based (such as a treatment intervention that takes place over time).  The input data, planning entities, and task actions of the skeletal-plan modeling language in PROTÉGÉ‑I all presuppose an underlying data model that makes a particular set of distinctions regarding time.  Thus, a time-stamp is represented as a point in time that may have variable precision (for example, the value of a laboratory test may be time-stamped with the hour and minute when the blood sample was taken, whereas the birth date may be known only to the closest day).  PROTÉGÉ‑I models an interval as a pair of distinguishable time-stamps. 
	In PROTÉGÉ‑II, we take a pragmatic approach in specifying the domain ontology and the data model associated with a given problem solver.  We are developing a data-modeling language called MODEL to represent concepts in the domain ontology and the data model of the problem-solving method [36].  In the MODEL language, the primitive data elements are entities with attributes.  The entities are class objects that may have instances that can inherit attribute values from those class objects.  In addition, we are defining a language for constructing legal data-access expressions.  The language allows the semantics of the expression to be defined in terms of the data model, rather than in terms of ad hoc symbol-level constructs.  For example, the time interval associated with the execution of a planning entity could be represented as an n tuple in a relational table that stores the start and stop times and the granularities associated with those time measurements [37]; alternatively, the interval could be represented as an object in an object system.  The data model, however, shields the knowledge engineer and the domain expert from such symbol-level concerns.
	The language for the data modeling also defines the legal data manipulations.  In particular, the instances of the entities inherit temporal attributes that define whether those instances are (1) static, (2) time-stamped, or (3) associated with a time interval.  Entities that are associated with time intervals may have instances that are manipulated with temporal operators that start a new interval (creating an instance of the entity with a certain start time), that stop an interval (setting the stop time to a particular time point, thus clipping the interval), that delete an interval (removing an instance of the entity from the system’s active memory), and that alter the attribute of an interval-associated entity (setting some attribute of the instance to a particular value).  These temporal operators form the basis of the operators with which knowledge engineers define the scripts of task actions in PROTÉGÉ‑II (see Section 3.2).We can simulate the suspend and resume operators by defining special instances of an entity that correspond to that entity in either the active or the suspended state, and by assigning separate time intervals to those active and suspended instances.
	We assume that each method presupposes a data model whose data types can be specialized—but not augmented—by the PROTÉGÉ‑II user.  Thus, it is possible for a knowledge engineer to use the ESPR method to define a task model in which all intervals are collapsed into single time points, but she cannot change the data model to associate more than one time interval with each instantiated planning entity. 

4.2.  Input and Output Data-Type Declarations
	The specification of each method includes definitions of the method’s inputs and outputs.  To define new methods or create variants of existing methods, knowledge engineers can extend the data model to construct new data types from the basic entities already provided.  Such new data types specify entities with particular attributes that have meaning defined in terms of the problem-solving methods.  The semantics of the new data types may be made apparent to the knowledge engineer through a set of semantic constraints associated with each method that defines how the method relates its particular inputs to its outputs (Section 4.4). 
	Knowledge engineers can define arbitrarily complex data types by creating new data-type entities that have attributes defined in terms of previously specified data types.  For example, we define the inputs to the ESPR method to be (1) a time-point denoting the current time of the session, (2) a case history that contains records of current and past primitive domain entities, and (3) a skeletal plan.  Each primitive domain-entity record, like the input data in PROTÉGÉ‑I, represents the information gathered from the environment at a particular time that bears on the skeletal-planning process.
The primitive domain entities are distinct from the abstract domain entities that can be derived from other primitive or abstract domain entities through the abstraction mechanism [32].   A skeletal plan includes a planning entity that has a plan procedure representing the algorithm for carrying out, in terms of the components of that planning entity, the action represented by the planning entity.  The possible components of a 
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Figure 9:  The input–output relationships in the PROTÉGÉ‑II ESPR method. The method can be constructed from three mechanisms: instantiate and decompose, temporal abstraction, and situation-based repair.  Each of these mechanisms satisfies the problem-solving requirements of a particular subtask within the new formulation of ESPR.  


planning entity define a composition hierarchy of planning entities.  Output of the ESPR method is an execution plan that consists of the instantiated planning entities (Figure 9).
	As part of the method-configuration process, the knowledge engineer has to define mappings from domain concepts to the terms of the problem solver.  Thus, for the cancer-therapy domain, the protocols of a clinical trial and the types of therapeutic interventions are mapped to planning entities of the ESPR method. The planning entity that is a component of the skeletal-plan input to the ESPR method corresponds to a protocol for some therapeutic action (for example, the dosing rules for given a particular drug).  Similarly, the instantiated planning-entity output of the method corresponds to a particular therapeutic intervention (for example, a patient-specific prescription for a drug).
	Explicit declaration of a method’s data types serves several purposes.  When a knowledge engineer relates the outputs of one method to the inputs of another, the data-type declarations allow PROTÉGÉ‑II to ensure the consistency of the inputs and outputs.  When a composite method is formed from constituent mechanisms, PROTÉGÉ‑II can ensure that the data that the method passes to the individual mechanisms are consistent with the mechanisms’ data requirements.  Furthermore, as in the original PROTÉGÉ‑I system, explicit declaration of data types is needed to generate a knowledge-acquisition tool that is tailored to the task model that the knowledge engineer defines.
4.3.  Semantic Constraints
	We associate with each method a set of semantic constraints that state the relationships that the method’s inputs and outputs must satisfy for a given set of output data objects to constitute a legal solution for a given set of input-data objects.  Specifically, the semantic constraints relate the built-in attributes of the method-specific data types to the problem-solving behavior of the method.  For example, consider the duration attribute of a planning entity that serves as input to our ESPR method.  We can specify part of the semantics of that method by declaring a constraint such that “If the domain entity p corresponding to a planning entity is in the case-history input, and if the difference between the current time and the start time of p is less than the duration of the planning entity, then p is one of the outputs of ESPR method”
	Additional semantic constraints can define the necessary properties that certain inputs must satisfy for certain outputs to be nonempty, or that certain inputs must satisfy if all the inputs to the method are to affect the output data.  For example, a weak constraint on the ESPR method is that, for each instantiated planning entity in the output, there must be a path in the composition hierarchy from the skeletal-plan input of the method to the output planning entity.
	By stating the semantics of the method explicitly, we can provide a partial specification for the behavior of the method.  We do not require PROTÉGÉ‑II to enforce these constraints, although such behavior would be desirable.  These semantic specifications nevertheless guide the implementation of method-specific interpreters, and provide assistance to knowledge engineers who wish to understand how the constructs in the method may be used.

4.4. Subtask Decomposition and Methods or Mechanisms for Subtasks
	In our reformulation of the ESPR method for PROTÉGÉ‑II, we modularize the complex behavior described in Section 3 into three subtasks, each of which is solved by a separate method or mechanism [37].  A subtask called “propose plan” is solved by a method called instantiate and decompose; a subtask called “identify problems” is solved by a method called temporal abstraction; a subtask called “revise plan” is solved by a method called situation-based revision.  The “propose plan” subtask performs only the initial instantiation and decomposition of the planning entities, whereas the “revise plan” subtask modifies the planning entities using task actions such as those described in Section 3.2 (Figure 9).  
	Our new skeletal-planning framework requires the knowledge engineer to model a task area by defining classes of domain entities (such as chemotherapies) that are mapped to model entities (such as planning entities).  These domain entities invariably have domain-specific attributes that cannot be anticipated in the definition of the method.  In PROTÉGÉ‑I, the knowledge engineer uses symbol-level production rules to define the semantics of these attributes (see Section 3.1).  In PROTÉGÉ‑II, however, the problem of obtaining values for these domain-specific attributes is addressed by performance of additional subtasks—subtasks that themselves may require specialized mechanisms for their solution.  For example, we can determine that a patient has anemia by abstraction from the value of the red-blood-cell count [32]; we can determine the cumulative dose of a drug by definition from the current dose and the previous cumulative dose.  These small-grained mechanisms provide knowledge roles for the attributes of the domain entities defined by the knowledge engineer.  By providing the facility to sequence the invocation of these mechanisms within the method, we allow the developer to clarify how the method uses the associated domain-specific attributes in its inferential process.  
	There is no guarantee that our library of mechanisms will be sufficient to express all the relationships that knowledge engineers and domain experts may want represent.  We anticipate that developers will need to extend and modify this library on a continuing basis.  By using the library of mechanisms to represent the salient relationships among data items, however, we hope to provide a modular and consistent way for knowledge engineers to extend the skeletal-planning model for new application areas. 

4.5. Control Structure
	For PROTÉGÉ‑II to allow knowledge engineers to select and configure methods for different application tasks, the architecture must anticipate how the acquired knowledge will be used by a performance system that can accommodate the invocation of alternative methods.  We are developing a new performance system that is a generalization of the e‑ONCOCIN inference engine.  The new shell, called EON, contains an agenda to which problem-solving methods post subtasks (and the subtasks’ corresponding methods and mechanisms) to be queued for execution.  The run-time system processes the agenda, selecting tasks and mechanisms in an order that is determined from the subtask ordering and control policy of the method that originally posted the subtasks.  For example, to recreate the depth-first behavior of e‑ONCOCIN’s skeletal-planning problem solver, the instantiate-and-decompose method specifies a control policy that posts to the front of the agenda the subtask of instantiating subcomponents.  Thus, the run-time system always will instantiate the subcomponents of a planning entity before instantiating the siblings of that planning entity.


5. DISCUSSION

	For much of the past decade, workers in artificial intelligence have anticipated the next generation of expert systems [38].  Each research group, however, has had a slightly different view of the future.  Some people have advocated the development of expert systems that reason directly from models of system structure and function, whereas other people have promulgated expert systems that use more associational reasoning methods that can clarify important regularities in the knowledge and that can facilitate reuse of inference structures across tasks and domains.  Although some developers of the latter class of systems often have emphasized distinctions among their respective approaches, the research community increasingly is recognizing that the commonalities are much more important [35, 39].  Thus, generic tasks  [15], role-limiting methods  [10], and interpretation models  [1] all have at their core models of problem solving in which goals are achieved by means of domain-independent strategies for selecting and carrying out actions.  Because these domain-independent strategies identify the precise roles in which elements of the domain knowledge influence the problem-solving behavior of an expert system, the problem-solving models guide knowledge acquisition [10] and explanation [29] in a manner that is not possible in first-generation systems.
	The term task-specific architecture has been used extensively to define second-generation problem solvers that are tailored for particular problem-solving strategies [15].  In a sense, these architectures are more method-specific than they are task-specific.  For example, the use of hierarchical classification in shells such as CSRL [40] is but one of many problem-solving methods that can be used to perform diagnostic tasks; abductive assembly is an alternative problem-solving method, also explored by the group at Ohio State University [41], that can be used for diagnostic tasks.  At the same time, hierarchical classification may be useful for performing certain classes of planning tasks—in particular, decomposition tasks that also might be solved using PROTÉGÉ’s method of hierarchical skeletal-plan refinement.  Architectures such as CSRL thus define generic problem-solving methods, not generic tasks.
	The problem-solving methods in task-specific architectures such as CSRL have been used most successfully in application domains in which the control knowledge (the knowledge that guides the problem solver in selecting and carrying out its actions) is highly regular and is not tied to nuances in the domain.  Similarly, method-oriented knowledge-acquisition tools such as MOLE and SALT are useful only when the prespecified control strategies embodied in these tools can be applied to application tasks without the need to modify those strategies based on task features [10].  We cannot model completely, in terms of domain-independent problem-solving methods, tasks in which the knowledge of what the problem solver should do next depends on domain-dependent principles that vary with the stage of problem solving.  For example, knowledge engineers at Digital Equipment Corporation believe that the control knowledge required for XCON’s task of laying out VAX computer backplanes is so dependent on the tentative configuration of hardware components that emerges at each step in the problem-solving process that domain-independent strategies are rarely applicable [42].  Nevertheless, there are advantages in partially modeling such tasks using a method-oriented approach.
	PROTÉGÉ‑I assumes that the primary control knowledge required by application tasks is domain independent, and can be viewed in terms of the ESPR model (Section 3).  For those aspects of application tasks that knowledge engineers can model as planning entities, task actions, and input data, PROTÉGÉ‑I provides both a built-in language for knowledge acquisition and built-in control knowledge that e‑ONCOCIN can apply at run time.  For those aspects of the knowledge that depend on domain-dependent considerations (for example, a procedure for calculating the current dose of a drug), the PROTÉGÉ‑I ESPR model defines no explicit knowledge roles that knowledge engineers simply can fill in.  Instead, the system builders must enter the required knowledge in symbol-level terms (specifically, as production rules that conclude values for the attributes of planning entities and of task actions).  Even though the tasks entered into PROTÉGÉ‑I cannot be modeled entirely in terms of the ESPR model, the original PROTÉGÉ‑I architecture still provides an organizing structure that facilitates users’ access to all the entered knowledge.  More important, the portion of the domain knowledge that does fill roles within the ESPR framework allows PROTÉGÉ‑I to generate knowledge-acquisition tools that are tailored to the application area—tools that domain specialists then can use to enter the content knowledge for individual application tasks.
	All model-based knowledge-acquisition tools suffer the analog of brittleness when the terms and relationships of the underlying model are insufficient to capture important distinctions that bear on the solution of a given application task.  Although tools such as SALT and KNACK [43] presuppose that all control knowledge can be represented in terms of domain-independent abstractions, in practice, the knowledge bases created with these tools often must be augmented by knowledge engineers who modify the production rules generated by the programs or who write new rules to take care of unusual situations [44].  The advantages of the task-specific architecture are lost when there is no predefined model that establishes the semantics of the knowledge engineers’ entries.
	Our research to extend the architecture of PROTÉGÉ‑I parallels work by a number of other researchers to develop ways in which problem-solving methods can be adapted more closely to the needs of particular domain tasks.  For example, investigators at Ohio State University are moving from an architecture in which special-purpose interpreters for individual generic tasks work autonomously to perform problem solving in a message-passing environment [15] to an architecture in which generic tasks are implemented in SOAR [45].  Each generic task is represented within a SOAR problem space [46].  As such, the inputs to the generic task are modeled as the initial state of the problem space; the desired output of the generic task is modeled as the goal state; the problem-solving method is modeled using operators available within the problem space.  (There are strong parallels between the use of SOAR to implement generic tasks and the RIME programming methodology [42], as both approaches translate problem-solving methods into elementary operations within problem spaces.)  The Ohio State group hopes that SOAR’s universal weak method will provide a common foundation for all generic tasks, and that SOAR’s universal subgoaling behavior will facilitate the integration of multiple generic tasks that each may contribute to problem solving at different levels of granularity.  A significant advantage of the SOAR approach is that, once one generic task has been implemented as a SOAR problem space, a developer can easily program variants of that generic task by modifying the SOAR operators in particular ways.  It is not clear, however, how the SOAR representation itself can make explicit the roles in which knowledge is used in problem solving in a manner that can facilitate the generation of either method-oriented knowledge-acquisition tools (like SALT) or task-oriented tools (like those created by PROTÉGÉ‑II).  
	The invocation of subgoals by SOAR is analogous to the invocation of subtasks by PROTÉGÉ‑II problem-solving methods.  The “generic tasks” now proposed by the Ohio State Group are thus quite similar to the decomposable problem-solving methods configured using PROTÉGÉ‑II.  For example, Chandrasekaran [47] has described a problem-solving method for design tasks that requires three subtasks (“propose,” “critique,” and “modify”) that are analogous to the principal subtasks in our current reformulation of ESPR (namely, “propose plan,” “identify problems,” and “revise plan”).  To date, our research team has put ESPR to use only in the domain of planning medical therapy.  It is likely, however, that the ESPR method will also be applicable in the design of physical devices, as explored by Chandrasekaran’s group.
	Several researchers have echoed our desire to create new problem-solving methods from reusable building blocks.  McDermott’s group at Digital Equipment Corporation, for example, also has suggested that problem-solving methods can be composed from more primitive elements called mechanisms  [26], and that these mechanisms can define distinct roles for the knowledge that knowledge-acquisition tools can supply.  The group at Digital is developing a metatool called Spark, which will select configurations of mechanisms from a library to accommodate the requirements of particular application tasks.  The output of Spark is a method-oriented knowledge-acquisition tool (called Burn) that will allow users to enter knowledge in the spirit of tools such as MOLE and SALT.  Although the output of Spark (like the output of PROTÉGÉ‑II) is a knowledge-acquisition tool, Spark generates knowledge-acquisition tools with which users enter knowledge in terms of the problem-solving method assembled from mechanisms at the metalevel.  PROTÉGÉ‑II, on the other hand, first requires the knowledge engineer to relate the knowledge roles of the assembled problem-solving method to a domain ontology.  Consequently, the output of PROTÉGÉ‑II is a domain- and task-oriented  knowledge-acquisition tool with which application specialists can enter knowledge in terms of the domain ontology, rather than in terms of the knowledge roles provided by the method [9].
	PROTÉGÉ‑II and Spark are being designed for different communities of users.  Our research group assumes that knowledge engineers will be the principal users of PROTÉGÉ‑II, and that these engineers will want to configure new problem-solving methods explicitly.  The developers of Spark, however, anticipate that the primary users of their tool will be nonprogrammers, and thus are building Spark to select and modify configurations of mechanisms that developers define manually based on features of the application task.  The task features themselves are identified through a principled analysis of the workplace in which the generated knowledge-based system ultimately will be situated.  Although Spark does not address the problem of how to guide knowledge engineers in their assembly of different mechanism configurations, providing such guidance is a major concern for PROTÉGÉ‑II.  Our group is experimenting with a number of visual languages that may help knowledge engineers to view complex relationships among mechanisms and to determine whether the output produced by a given mechanism is compatible with the input expected by some other mechanism.
	In many ways, PROTÉGÉ‑II most resembles the COMMET workbench [48], an architecture that supports the componential framework described by Steels [35].  COMMET, like PROTÉGÉ‑II, allows developers to combine explicitly domain ontologies and problem-solving methods to instantiate models of application tasks.  Both systems facilitate the reuse of previously defined problem-solving methods and domain ontologies.  COMMET requires that domain models be defined in terms of LISP data structures and that problem-solving methods be defined as LISP program code.  Although the workbench incorporates an extremely expressive graphical interface for building knowledge-level models, development of substantial knowledge bases ultimately requires users to descend to the code level during the knowledge-acquisition phase that translates those models into running programs.  PROTÉGÉ‑II, on the other hand, generates a custom-tailored knowledge-acquisition tool that developers can use to enter the necessary application-specific concepts and relationships.
	Current research on PROTÉGÉ‑II, like that on Spark and on Steels’ componential framework, attempts to identify models of problem solving that apply at increasingly finer levels of granularity.  In all these projects, considerable attention is being paid on identifying what problem-solving abstractions are appropriate and useful, and how these small-grained abstractions might be combined into useful problem-solving methods.  Although there are important distinctions in the manner in which these different architectures will allow users to assemble and instantiate problem-solving mechanisms, a primary challenge faced by all the groups involves postulating appropriate mechanisms in the first place.  There are no expressed guidelines that can tell an investigator what is an appropriate level of abstraction and how a mechanism should be defined.  In our case, we are creating a library of and mechanisms on the basis of the requirements of the specific application tasks that we are studying, and are validating the utility of those mechanisms by creating problem solvers that are suitable for those applications.  Developing the mechanism library for PROTÉGÉ‑II (like similar efforts to create mechanisms for Spark [26]) has involved many cycles of mechanism generation and testing.  A principal aim of our research, however, is to generalize from our experience to derive a useful theory that can relate the features of application tasks to their required sets of problem-solving behaviors.
	An additional research goal is to study how well knowledge engineers will be able to improvise problem-solving methods by assembling mechanism subcomponents.  Each mechanism in our library can be viewed as an operator in an extremely high-level programming language.  The behaviors represented by each mechanism are necessarily quite abstract.  The precise semantics of a mechanism such as instantiate and decompose are not obvious when we simply examine the textual name with which we identify the mechanism, and may not even be transparent from examination of the semantic constraints that we associate with the mechanism.  Similarly, the knowledge engineer may not be able to view on the workstation screen a configuration of mechanisms assembled using PROTÉGÉ‑II and to understand intuitively the problem-solving behavior that that configuration denotes.  
	PROTÉGÉ‑I assumes a model of ESPR that has a limited set of terms and relationships.  The model allows knowledge engineers simply to denote the planning entities, task actions, and input data that can be expected within a relevant class of application tasks.  These elements of the task model allow PROTÉGÉ‑I to generate a knowledge editor for entry of task-specific content knowledge, and guide the e‑ONCOCIN inference engine in the application of domain-independent control knowledge.  As we fragment that model into more primitive mechanisms that can capture the additional semantics of the domain-dependent aspects of problem solving, we are multiplying the terms and relationships within our problem-solving model that knowledge engineers must understand.  Although knowledge engineers can fashion extensible problem-solving methods from the mechanism building blocks, there is no doubt that, in increasing the expressive power of our language for modeling tasks, we also are increasing the complexity of that modeling language.  The challenge that faces us—and that also faces the developers of other extensible task-specific architectures—is how best to provide assistance that will help knowledge engineers to cope with the added complexity.
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